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Kanekar, S., Perron, M., Dorsky, R., Harris, W.A., Jan, L.Y., Jan, Y.N.,time and the fused eye develops normal stratification
and Vetter, M.L. (1997). Neuron 19, 981±994.and neuronal markers, but in oep, ath5 is not expressed
Lebovitz, R.M., and Ready, D.F. (1986). Dev. Biol. 117, 663±671.and the fused eye remains unstratified and nonneural.
Li, Z., Joseph, N.M., and Easter, S.S., Jr. (2000). Dev. Dyn. 218,The differences in ath5 expression also correlate with
175±188.a difference in the ventral midline: prechordal plate tis-
Masai, I., Stemple, D.L., Okamoto, H., and Wilson, S.W. (2000). Neu-sue is absent from oep and present in cyc. When these
ron 27, this issue, 251±263.cells were removed from wild-type embryos, the aneural
McCabe, K.L., Gunther, E.C., and Reh, T.A. (1999). Developmenteye was phenocopied. Conversely, wild-type cells trans-
126, 5713±5724.
planted into oep mutants rescued ath5 expression.
These results suggest that the prechordal axial tissues
are important contributors to eye development, proba-
bly indirectly through their influence on the optic stalk.
The proximate cause of the expression of ath5 was
also investigated. The different phenotypes of the two Curvature in Depth
mutants correlate with the presence (in cyc) or absence for Object Representation
(in oep) of pax2.1-expressing cells nearby in the optic
stalk (see below). This suggests that these cells may
cause ath5 expression, and this was investigated experi-
Until recently, it had been widely understood that infor-mentally by manipulating these cells. When they were
mation in the primate visual system is distributed intoremoved, ath5 was not expressed; and when they were
two main pathways, dorsal and ventral, to achieve twotransplanted into temporal retina, ath5 was expressed
main goals. Motion and spatial information flow into thethere ectopically. When the zone of pax2.1 expression
dorsal pathway to be used for control of movements,was enlarged experimentally into the eye (beyond the
while the shape, color, and texture information flow intoborder of stalk and eye), ath5 expression was always
the ventral pathway for identification of objects. Imagesadjacent to cells ectopically expressing pax2.1. Thus,
of an object fall on slightly displaced locations of the leftthe induction is probably a direct one from the stalk
retina and right retina due to the horizontal separation ofcells on the adjacent retinal cells at the stalk/retina bor-
the two eyes, and this disparity can provide the positionder. The mechanism of the continued spread of the front
of the points in depth (see figure). The disparity informa-beyond the site of initiation remains unclear, but the
tion has been frequently found in cells at various stagescells at the front do not express pax2.1, so they do not
in the dorsal pathway, but not very often in cells inadopt the phenotype of the stalk cells. When a temporal
the ventral pathway. Cells with selectivity for disparityretinal fragment was cultured for hours in isolation, it
constituted 70%±80% of cells in the thick cytochromedid not express ath5, which suggests that the induction
oxidase (CO) stripes of V2 and in MT along the dorsalof ath5 at sites distant from the optic stalk may require
pathway, while only 20%±30% of cells in the thin anda continued cascade of cell-to-cell interactions. This
pale CO stripes of V2 and in V4 along the ventral pathwayresult and conclusion are contrary to those of related
showed such selectivity (DeYoe and Van Essen, 1985).experiments in chick (McCabe et al., 1999) and flies
(Lebovitz and Ready, 1986), which favored a cell-intrin-
sic mechanism. But the experiments are not exactly
similar, and the differences will probably be clarified by
future work.
This work provides further support for the notion that
all eyes share a common evolutionary and develop-
mental heritage, despite what seem to be profound dif-
ferences (Gehring and Ikeo, 1999). It opens the door to
further study of this general issue, in the particular con-
text of the pathway between Nodal and ath5.
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It was tempting to conclude that disparity depth infor- viewing angleÐare preferentially represented in the in-
ferotemporal cortex and earlier stages in the ventralmation is mainly used as a spatial cue in the primate
brain, as cells with disparity selectivity were mainly pathway. The ªconcavity versus convexityº of the sur-
face is one such robust feature. The representation offound in the dorsal pathway. However, by recording
single-cell activities from passively fixating monkeys, disparity gradient in the inferotemporal cortex may be
not an extensive parametric one but a set of selectedJanssen et al. (2000a, 2000b [this issue of Neuron]) and
Uka et al. (2000) have found many cells in the inferotem- useful, robust canonicals.
Cells with disparity selectivity were mainly found inporal cortex selectively responding to stimuli with dispar-
ity. Together with another set of recent findings that the lower bank of the superior temporal sulcus. The
proportion of such cells was much smaller in the lateralmany cells in the parietal cortex selectively respond to
particular complex 2-dimensional shapes (Sakata et al., surface of the inferotemporal cortex (Janssen et al.,
2000a). It has been suggested that different regions of1997; Sereno and Maunsell, 1998), the dorsal versus
ventral dichotomy is now less distinct than it was the inferotemporal cortex receive their visual inputs
through separate afferent pathways, which run in paral-thought to be previously.
Information about surface orientation is useful to lel from the occipital lobe to the temporal lobe (Bous-
saud et al., 1990; Saleem et al., 2000). The pathwayguide movements. For example, the reaching hand
should be differently shaped depending on the orienta- running in the lower bank of the superior temporal sulcus
has been characterized by the dominance of disparitytion of the surfaces of the target objects. Indeed, Hideo
Sakata's group has found that many cells in the caudal selectivity. The characteristics of the other two path-
ways, one running in the middle temporal gyrus andpart of the lateral bank of the intraparietal sulcus selec-
tively respond to surfaces of different tilt in depth (Sa- the other running in the inferior temporal gyrus and the
anterior middle temporal sulcus, are yet to be deter-kata et al., 1997; Taira et al., 2000). However, the informa-
tion about the depth gradient is also useful to identify mined.
objects. A circular object with a concave depth profile
is likely to be a bowl, while one with a convex profile is Keiji Tanaka
Laboratory for Cognitive Brain Mappinglikely to be a ball. Correspondingly, Janssen et al.
(2000b) have now found that many inferotemporal cells RIKEN Brain Science Institute
2-1 Hirosawa, Wakoselectively respond to stimuli of particular depth profiles
including those of concave and convex depth profiles. Saitama, 351-0198
JapanIn general, it may be that the ranges of visual information
submodalities used in the dorsal and ventral pathways
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useful for both guidance of movements and identifica-
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to respond to various complex shapes, and the selec-
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do not necessitate a full revision of this 2-dimensional 2056.
description of the selectivity of inferotemporal cells Janssen, P., Vogel, R., and Orban, G.A. (2000b). Neuron 27, this
to a complete 3-dimensional description, because the issue, 387±395.
inferotemporal cells were much more sensitive to the Sakata, H., Taira, M., Kusunoki, M., Murata, A., and Tanaka, Y. (1997).
polarity of the disparity gradient, e.g., concave versus Trends Neurosci. 20, 350±357.
convex, than the quantitative values of curvature or gra- Saleem, K.S., Suzuki, W., Tanaka, K., and Hashikawa, T. (2000). J.
Neurosci. 20, 5083±5101.dient. Rather than providing a full reconstruction of the
3-dimensional structure of the shape, the qualitative dis- Sereno, A.B., and Maunsell, J.H.R. (1998). Nature 395, 500±503.
parity gradient information just makes the 2-dimensional Taira, M., Tsutsui, K., Jiang, M., Yara, K., and Sakata, H. (2000). J.
Neurophysiol. 83, 3140±3146.representation of object views richer.
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moderately complex features but not whole-object im- Uka, T., Tanaka, H., Yoshiyama, K., Kato, M., and Fujita, I. (2000).
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33±46.The number of independent features that can be repre-
sented in the inferotemporal cortex is limited by the
number of columns (about 1000 in each hemisphere),
in each of which cells respond to similar features (Fujita
et al., 1992; Gang et al., 1998). On the other hand, an
object projects different view images to the observer's
retina depending on the viewing angle. If all of the fea-
tures contained in these different views had correspond-
ing columns, there would be a serious shortage of col-
umns. It seems that robust featuresÐi.e., those that
continue to exist regardless of small changes in the
